MSP1 Digital
Forensics Services
Today’s prevalence of electronic data demands a reliable

MSP1 is well placed to respond to the varied and specific

proven solution. At MSP1, we provide a leading-edge service

requirements of our clients. All our forensic investigators are

combined with a wealth of experience in conducting

approved expert witnesses and courtroom trained.

investigations on a broad range of digital media including
computers, mobile devices, networks and audio video

We understand the importance of the security, confidentiality

footage.

and sensitivity of our clients’ electronic data. Our investigators
are supported by an experienced team of people including a

We operate globally and have completed investigations in

dedicated account manager assigned to each case and a

Europe, North America, Asia and the Middle East.

secure courier service for the responsible transportation of
exhibits.

As such we are well placed to offer our clients local expertise
within a global context. As a boutique service offering, MSP1
can provide expertise to rival the ‘Big Four’ whilst maintaining
cost efficiency.

Digital Forensics
Using the latest forensic techniques, MSP1’s expert
investigations team is able to examine a myriad of digital
media including computers, mobile devices, networks and
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audio video footage. We sort fact from fiction and crystallise
ambiguity. Our extensive expertise, spanning a broad range
of investigations, places your enquiry in the safest and most
experienced hands.
Computer Forensics
Collecting, extracting, interpreting and presenting digital
evidence stored in digital media
Mobile Device Forensics
Recovering and analysing data stored on mobile devices, SIM
cards and media attachments
Audio Video Forensics
Analysing, enhancing and transcribing audio and video
evidence, including demultiplexing CCTV footage
Network Forensics
Examining digital evidence in an operational environment

Cell Site Analysis

Whether it’s the execution of a search order granted at the

Pin pointing the exact geographical location of a mobile

last minute or the dispatch of a team to collect data from

device when calls, SMS or downloads are sent or received

multiple locations, we can assemble a rapid reaction team and
send them anywhere in the world.

Analysis of Call Data Records
Reviewing call lists to establish relationships between contacts

If required, we are capable of performing the investigation in

or to determine a geographical area

situ and reporting our findings back to you, so you can
implement the next stages of your enquiry without delay.

Data Collection
Capturing and preserving data from digital media to maintain
the evidential integrity

eDisclosure

Forensic Readiness Planning
A digital forensic investigation usually takes place post-event
in response to a computer related crime or information
security incident. Forensic readiness planning, however,

MSP1’s unique edisclosure offering incorporates both

enables an organization to take a pro-active approach to

computer forensics and litigation support, providing a true

maximise the potential to use digital evidence whilst

managed end to end solution. We streamline the litigation

minimising investigation costs.

process through providing best of breed software solutions
matched to client requirements combined with forensic

In a business context there is the opportunity to actively

expertise in complex edisclosure procedures.

collect potential evidence in the form of logfiles, emails, backup disks, portable computers, network traffic records, and

Our managed solution will accelerate the process, lower the

telephone records, amongst others. This evidence may be

cost and make edisclosure more accessible. We can handle

collected in advance of a crime or dispute, and may be used

the collection, preservation, processing, analysis, review and

to the benefit of the collecting organisation if it becomes

production of electronically stored information. MSP1’s

involved in a formal dispute or legal process.

edisclosure solution provides secure hosting as required and
online review tools to facilitate the litigation process.

It is necessary from the outset to consider the importance of
evidence and to be prepared to gather it for a wide range of

The benefits of MSP1’s managed end to end edisclosure

scenarios, for example:

solution include:
§

Threats and extortion

§

Accelerate early case assessment

§

Information compromise

§

Decrease the volume of irrelevant data by 90%

§

Accidents and negligence

§

Increase review throughput

§

Stalking and harassment

§

Reduce movement of data across multiple tools

§

Commercial disputes

§

Improve the defensibility of the edisclosure process

§

Disagreements, deceptions and malpractice

§

Property rights infringement

Incident Response

§

Economic crime e.g. fraud, money laundering

The collection and preservation of data can be critical.

§

Content abuse

Seconds count, and delays can have a severe impact on the

§

Privacy invasion and identity theft

finances and reputation of the company. It is also of utmost

§

Employee disciplinary issues

importance that data is preserved using forensically sound
methodology to maintain its integrity.
At MSP1 we understand the time critical element of certain
cases. Our experienced team of investigators is available 24
hours a day to respond to nationwide incidents.

Authorized Waratek Distributor
MSP1 helps businesses fight cybercrime, protect data and
reduce security risk. With cloud and managed security
services, integrated technologies and a team of security
experts, ethical hackers and researchers, we enable
businesses to transform the way they manage their
information security and compliance programs.
With automation, tools and intelligence, we find better ways
for businesses to overcome their security challenges. Our
qualified security assessors, ethical hackers and other experts
are some of the industry’s most trusted sources for risk
assessments, threat research, forensic investigations, and
security training.
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